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cam belt clinic

in association with

co
MATTERS OF
As part of a regular feature Gates offers invaluable
advice on replacing cam belts.
CASE STUDY
Engine: GM V6 2.5-3.0 litre
Fuel type: Petrol
Vehicles: Vectra, Omega, Calibra,
Senator

ISSUE 1:TENSIONER
REPLACEMENT
If there is such a thing as a
straightforward belt replacement, this
is not it. The GM Vauxhall 2.5-3.0
litre engine is commonly fitted in
Vauxhall’s Vectra, Omega, Calibra and
Senator models. It has a complex
replacement procedure requiring
much care and attention.
As far as the future of any engine
is concerned, a belt check
could be the most important
maintenance check of its
life. So, take care and take
a closer look at the
engine specification
one more time. Are
there any known
issues you should
be aware of?
Well
actually, yes.
You won’t
find it in the handbook, but technical
publications such as those produced
by Autodata recommend that it is
worth changing the tensioner as well.
So why is this?
It’s all to do with the durability of
the tensioner and the longevity of a

belt — and a little bit of common
sense. Think about it for a minute. If a
belt has a projected duty cycle of
50,000 miles, a tensioner that’s not
changed has to produce peak
performance levels for at least
100,000 miles. Belts with 60,000 and
70,000 miles duty cycles will demand
reliability from the tensioners for
between 120,000 to 140,000 miles.
It’s a big task. If a tensioner does
run into trouble, a replacement might
have to be fitted earlier in the cycle
than expected. It’s
worth remembering

have to explain to the customer why
an early replacement is necessary —
assuming that you get the
opportunity to see the vehicle before
the belt goes.
Vauxhall has reduced the duty
cycle on this engine from 80,000 miles
to 40,000 miles. So, it might not say
so in the handbook, but it’s well
worth changing the tensioner of this
particular engine at every belt change.
A worn tensioner causes the belt
to wear too fast and a damaged belt
quickly leads to a broken belt. And
you know what that could mean.
Somebody could be looking at an
expensive engine replacement
bill. Make sure it isn’t you!

ISSUE 2:TORQUE
ESSENTIALS

that a
used belt
should never be
reinstalled.You will

The tensioner itself is a
substantial piece of
metalwork and is usually
supplied complete with the
bolt that fixes it to the
engine bracket. It is not a
pre-assembled item. When
the tensioner is secured, the
bolt must be tightened
according to the correct
torque, as specified in the
handbook. The two guide
pulley bolts must also be
tightened to the specified torque
settings. This is a critical step in the
fitting procedure.

“As far as the future of any engine is concerned,
a belt check could be the most important maintenance
check of its life.”
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cam belt clinic

ommon
sense
A timing belt kit clearly provides the ideal solution.
Belt(s), tensioners/idlers and if required metal
support plates, bolts and pulleys in one package.

Failure to provide the correct
torque will lead to premature failure
and, as far as the engine is
concerned, will almost certainly
prove costly to repair. The bolts will
shear or loosen. The belt will be
discarded and the engine will almost
certainly suffer damage.
In such circumstances, the
warranty on the belt will provide no
protection. Any detailed warranty

examination will take a close look at
the bolt fracture lines and the
consequential damage to the spacer.
It will be able to determine whether
the correct torque had been applied.
The installation isn’t finished yet.
There’s something missing that only
the garage technician can provide:
correct installation tension. Timing
belts don’t stretch, require no
lubrication, can be positioned more
accurately and are easier to install
than chain drives. However, major
belt manufacturers such as Gates can
still only provide three of the four
most critical elements that affect belt
performance.
In no particular order, these are
the cords that deliver the tensile
strength, the jacket which protects
the belt from heat/friction and the
compound, which is the substance
that holds it all together. The fourth
element is the correct tension. That’s
down to the garage, so use an
appropriate tension-measuring device.

ISSUE 3: SEALED FOR LIFE
With the tensioner in position,
the belt carefully replaced, all bolts
precisely torqued and the tension
precisely set, a significant error can
still be made that will adversely
affect the future of the GM 2.5-3.0
litre engine.
There is a rubber seal
between the two timing
belt covers. It is important
because it protects the
compartment from ingress
of dirt and other foreign
bodies that may cause
short or long-term damage.
This rubber must be
secured in place with a
suitable adhesive.

The danger is that, if it is not
secured, it will come adrift and be
pulled into the danger area — the
teeth of the timing belt. If this occurs,
it becomes a foreign body. In all
probability, it will cause the belt to
fail. Remember that once debris of
any kind has managed to get inside
the timing belt cover, the countdown
to failure has already started.
It may seem unfair that for the sake
of a few blobs of adhesive, the garage
is liable for the cost of repairing the
engine. A V6 engine does not come
cheap. But think of the cost to the
customer of an engine replacement.
Sealant on the other hand, costs very
little indeed. Again, it’s down to a
common sense approach.

IN SUMMARY
Preparation for a timing belt
replacement should always include a
thorough examination of the belt and
the tensioners. And remember, that as
far as the GM V6 2.5-3.0 litre engine
is concerned:
■ Change the tensioner routinely,
whenever the belt is replaced.
■ Always torque the tensioner and
guide bolts to the recommended
specifications.
■ Ensure that the rubber seal
between the timing belt covers is
secured with adhesive.
Always check the handbook and
consult available technical manuals for
known issues, or technical updates
produced by the vehicle manufacturers.

need to know more?
■ For more information on
Gates timing belts and
tensioning equipment
circle readerlink 699.
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